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39 RAVEN Crescent Fort Nelson British
Columbia
$444,000

OUT OF MAGAZINES! Coastal GLAM meets farmhouse in this transformational miracle! Step inside to be

blown away by the overhaul extraordinaire in this once upon a long time ago classic home but make no

mistake, her bones are strong! Almost 2400 square feet of lovin' life are tucked on 2.47 acres with 26'X40'

attached garage and 28'X40' shop, A/C, and town water just 8 miles from town center .... The CUSTOM kitchen

.... the dining .... the fireplace(s), the master closet....the cabana, the deck. ... the firepit, the "she shed" .... there

are not words to truly capture it all so watch the video tour, check out the photos because this beauty is NOT

going to last! (id:6769)

Bedroom 4 12 ft ,6 in X 14 ft ,8 in

Kitchen 11 ft ,6 in X 21 ft ,5 in

Living room 11 ft ,5 in X 20 ft ,5 in

Primary Bedroom 13 ft ,6 in X 11 ft ,5 in

Bedroom 2 11 ft ,9 in X 9 ft ,4 in

Bedroom 3 9 ft ,1 in X 11 ft ,4 in

Dining room 16 ft ,9 in X 23 ft ,4 in
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